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More Harm than Good? How Messages that Interrupt Can Make Us Vulnerable
Abstract
System-generated alerts are ubiquitous in personal computing and, with the proliferation of mobile
devices, daily activity. While these interruptions provide timely information, research shows they come at
a high cost in terms of increased stress and decreased productivity. This is due to dual-task interference
(DTI), a cognitive limitation in which even simple tasks cannot be simultaneously performed without
significant performance loss. Although previous research has examined how DTI impacts the
performance of a primary task (the task that was interrupted), no research has examined the effect of DTI
on the interrupting task. This is an important gap because in many contexts, failing to heed an alert—the
interruption itself—can introduce critical vulnerabilities.
Using security messages as our context, we address this gap by using functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) to explore how (1) DTI occurs in the brain in response to interruptive alerts, (2) DTI
influences message security disregard, and (3) the effects of DTI can be mitigated by finessing the timing
of the interruption. We show that neural activation is substantially reduced under a condition of high DTI,
and the degree of reduction in turn significantly predicts security message disregard. Interestingly, we
show that when a message immediately follows a primary task, neural activity in the medial temporal
lobe is comparable to when attending to the message is the only task.
Further, we apply these findings in an online behavioral experiment in the context of a web-browser
warning. We demonstrate a practical way to mitigate the DTI effect by presenting the warning at low-DTI
times, and show how mouse cursor-tracking and psychometric measures can be used to validate low-DTI
times in other contexts.
Our findings suggest that although alerts are pervasive in personal computing, they should be bounded in
their presentation. The timing of interruptions strongly influences the occurrence of DTI in the brain,
which in turn substantially impacts alert disregard. This paper provides a theoretically-grounded, costeffective approach to reduce the effects of DTI for a wide variety of interruptive messages that are
important but do not require immediate attention.
Keywords: Multitasking, Dual-task interference, Security message, Information security, Amazon
Mechanical Turk, Laboratory experimentation, fMRI, NeuroIS
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Introduction
System-generated alerts are a ubiquitous aspect of the user computing experience (Mark et al.

2012). While these interruptions can provide benefits in the form of timely information, an extensive
body of research in the field of human–computer interaction (HCI) has shown that they can have a
substantial negative impact in terms of reduced productivity (McFarlane 2002), increased stress (Mark et
al. 2008), and increased task-completion time (Iqbal and Horvitz 2007). This is because of the
phenomenon of dual-task interference (DTI), a limitation of the human cognitive system in which the
human brain must rapidly switch attention between multiple tasks that are being attempted at the same
time (Pashler 1994). Research indicates that when people attempt even simple tasks simultaneously, the
tasks can “interfere with each other quite drastically, even though they are neither intellectually
challenging nor physically incompatible” (Pashler 1994, p. 220).
Although previous research has examined how DTI impacts primary task performance (Pashler
1994)—the task that was interrupted—no research has examined the effect of DTI on the interrupting task
itself—the system-generated alert. Responses to system-generated alerts are susceptible to DTI because
they are typically secondary tasks that interrupt the completion of a users’ primary task of using a
computer. Whereas performance of the primary task is considered important, carefully attending to the
interrupting message is critically important in many contexts, such as information privacy and security
(Jenkins and Durcikova 2013; Patil et al. 2015), healthcare (Phansalkar et al. 2013), and avionics
(McFarlane and Latorella 2002), to name a few. However, it is unclear how the performance of an
interruptive message is impacted by its interference with a primary task (see Figure 1).
To address this research gap, our objectives are threefold. First, we aim to explore how DTI
occurs in the brain in response to interruptive messages. To do so, we take a NeuroIS approach—the
application of neuroscience methods to IS—which excels at revealing hidden mental processes “that are
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Figure 1.

Observing the effect of DTI on the secondary task—the system-generated alert—(b)
rather than the primary task (a).

difficult or even impossible to measure with existing measurement methods and tools” (Dimoka et al.
2012; Dimoka et al. 2011, p. 2). Specifically, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to
observe DTI as it occurs in the brain in response to an interruptive message and a competing primary task.
Second, we seek to explain how DTI in the brain causes people to disregard the message. Third, we
intend to determine how to reduce DTI for interrupting messages by finessing their timing. HCI research
on interruptions suggests that the severity of an interruption can be reduced by introducing it at a more
opportune moment (Adamczyk and Bailey 2004). Accordingly, we examined how DTI can be reduced
when an alert is introduced between the completion of primary tasks (see Figure 2).
Figure 2.

Observing the effect of DTI on the secondary task when it occurs after (rather than
during) a primary task.

We address these gaps in the context of interruptive security messages—messages that prompt
the user to perform a security action. While some security messages require immediate attention (such as
web browser SSL warnings), many others do not (e.g., software update, backup, and malware scan
notifications). Notwithstanding their importance, people often behave against the security message’s
recommended course of action—a behavior known as security message disregard (Vance et al. 2014).
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Thus, the context of a security message is both important and appropriate for understanding how DTI
influences users’ responses to system-generated alerts.
We pursue our research objectives through two complementary studies—an fMRI laboratory
experiment involving permission warnings and a realistic online behavioral experiment. First, we show
that neural activation in the medial temporal lobe (MTL)—a brain region associated with declarative
memory—is substantially reduced under a condition of high DTI, which in turn significantly predicts
security message disregard. Interestingly, we show that when a message immediately follows a primary
task, neural activity in the MTL is comparable to when attending to the message is the only task. Second,
we apply the fMRI findings to an online behavioral experiment in the context of a web browser warning.
We demonstrate a practical way to mitigate the DTI effect by presenting the warning at low-DTI times,
and show how mouse cursor-tracking and psychometric measures can be used to validate low-DTI times
in other contexts.
Our findings suggest that although alerts are pervasive in personal computing, they should be
bounded in their presentation. The timing of interruptions strongly influences the occurrence of DTI in the
brain, which in turn substantially impacts alert disregard. This paper provides a theoretically-grounded,
cost-effective approach to reduce the effects of DTI for a wide variety of interruptive messages that are
important but do not require immediate attention.
2

Literature Review and Theory
An area of literature known as interruption science documents that interruptions often decrease

users’ performance of a primary task (Iqbal and Bailey 2010). This is particularly true in computermediated environments, as a substantial body of research shows that interruptions during computing tasks
result in reduced productivity (McFarlane 2002), increased stress (Mark et al. 2008), and increased time
required to complete the task (Iqbal and Horvitz 2007).
Although not empirically validated, interruptions have also been suggested to influence people’s
responses to system-generated alerts—the interruptions themselves—particularly in the context of
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security messages. Yee argues that “interrupting users with prompts presents security decisions in a
terrible context: it teaches users that security issues obstruct their main task and trains them to dismiss
prompts quickly and carelessly” (2004, p. 49). Bravo-Lillo et al. (2011) suggest that interruptive security
warnings are often ignored or suboptimally addressed because users have a limited cognitive ability to
switch between tasks. Patil et al. (2015) found that interruptive privacy notices on mobile devices are
poorly attended to. These findings are consistent with DTI theory, which we describe next.
2.1

Dual-Task Interference Theory
DTI is a powerful theoretical lens for explaining why interruptions impact and are impacted by

concurrent tasks. It has been used to explain performance decrements in a variety of contexts, including
driving while talking on the phone (Strayer and Johnston 2001), searching concurrently for multiple
pieces of information (Navon and Miller 1987), and texting while walking (Plummer et al. 2015).
Normally, people are not aware of tasks interfering with each other unless the two tasks are cognitively
difficult, physically incompatible, or evoke emotional reactions. However, just the opposite is actually
true: when people are involved in even simple cognitive tasks, they cannot process information or
perform behaviors related to other tasks as effectively (e.g., Logan 1978).
In the IS literature, DTI has proved a useful reference theory. For example, Heninger et al. (2006)
investigated the role of DTI in group support systems, finding that groups using synchronous text
discussions were not able to process the new information they were receiving, which led to lower decision
quality. Shaft and Vessey (2006) explored DTI in the context of software comprehension and
modification, and found that DTI caused conflict between the performance of these two tasks. Cameron
and Webster (2013) studied how IT can facilitate multiple overlapping conversations, and found that DTI
worsened relational outcomes. Finally, Jenkins and Durcikova (2013) used DTI as an explanation of why
people fail to follow security education training. However, none of these studies considered the effect of
DTI on an interrupting secondary task. We address this theoretical gap by extending DTI theory to
explain the degradation of performance for the interrupting task.
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DTI typically occurs under one of two paradigms: bisensory and divided attention (Szameitat et
al. 2011). Under the bisensory paradigm, people engage in two tasks simultaneously, such as walking and
talking. In contrast, under the divided attention paradigm, people switch attention between stimuli, such
as when a system-generated alert interrupts a primary task. In this context, two primary models explain
why DTI occurs: (1) the capacity-sharing model and (2) the bottleneck model.
The capacity-sharing model assumes that people share mental capacity among tasks (Tombu and
Jolicœur 2003). Because humans have finite cognitive resources (Marois and Ivanoff 2005), performance
is impaired when multiple tasks are performed together, as less cognitive capacity is available for each
individual task (Tombu and Jolicœur 2003). Second, the bottleneck (task-switching) model explains that
parallel processing may be impossible for certain mental operations (Dux et al. 2006; Pashler 1994;
Sigman and Dehaene 2006). This model assumes various cognitive mechanisms are used to process
information and operations. If two tasks require the same constrained mechanism at the same time, one or
both of the tasks will be delayed or impaired (Navon and Miller 2002). This limitation is referred to as a
bottleneck. With any task, there could be a single or multiple bottlenecks that can affect performance.
The capacity-sharing and bottleneck models have been extensively studied as alternative
explanations of dual-task interference. Kahneman (1973) was amongst the earliest to propose the two
competing models. Since then, various studies in neuroscience and psychology have explored which
model is the most salient predictor of dual-task interference. Researchers using fMRI and other neural
methods observe support for both models; although, depending on the context, researchers frequently find
different brain regions that are influenced by DTI. For example, capacity-sharing and bottleneck effects
have been observed in the lateral prefrontal cortex, superior medial frontal cortex (Marois and Ivanoff
2005), lateral parietal cortex, visual cortex, dorsal pre-motor cortex (Dux et al. 2006), bilateral visual
occipitotemporal cortices, bilateral superior temporal auditory cortices, motor, premotor, and cerebellar
cortices (Sigman and Dehaene 2008), to name a few. Hence, for a given context it is important to
understand how DTI occurs in the brain and which brain regions are affected to minimize DTI. In this
study, we answer these questions in a system-generated alert setting, allowing us to present system5

generated alerts in such a way to reduce the effects of DTI. In the following experiments, we use the
capacity-sharing and bottleneck models to hypothesize why DTI affects security message disregard.
2.2

Reducing DTI through Intelligent Timing of Interruptions
Our third objective stated in the introduction is to reduce DTI for interrupting messages. Research

has identified three main factors that influence the severity of interruptions: (1) the delay of interruption,
(2) the complexity of the interrupting secondary task, and (3) the timing of the interruption (Borst et al.
2015). In the case of timing, researchers have sought to minimize the impact of an interruption by
presenting the interruption at an opportune moment (McFarlane 2002). However, it is still not clear how
to best identify such moments (Adamczyk and Bailey 2004). Nonetheless, this research generally shows
that the impact of the interruption on a primary task can be reduced through some form of intelligent
timing. In the next section, we examine how DTI occurs in the brain in response to interruptive messages,
and how intelligent timing can reduce this effect.
3

Experiment 1—fMRI
In Experiment 1, we conduct an fMRI study to explore how DTI influences users’ responses to

interruptive messages. Specifically, we examine how DTI influences security message disregard—
behaving against the security message’s recommended course of action (Vance et al. 2014)—in a
security-warning context. Experiment 1 encompasses three classes of hypotheses—fMRI, behavioral, and
fMRI–behavioral—which we summarize in Figure 3.
Figure 3.

Overview of three classes of hypotheses in Experiment 1
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For the fMRI and the behavioral hypotheses, we predict that higher DTI will result in lower
activation of relevant brain regions (in this case, the medial temporal lobe; see below) and higher security
warning disregard. For the integrated fMRI–behavioral hypotheses, we predict that lower activation of
relevant brain regions under a condition of higher DTI will lead to higher security warning disregard.
The task described below has a primary working-memory task and a long-term declarativememory task as the interrupting security task. Working memory refers to the initial encoding and
manipulation of information and requires sustained rehearsal and/or attention to maintain that information
during a delay (Baddeley 2012), while long-term declarative memory refers to the ability to maintain
representations of facts and events over a delay that does not include active maintenance of the
information. Declarative memory is critically dependent on medial temporal lobe (MTL) structures,
including the hippocampus (Squire et al. 2004). Declarative memory typically stores information that is
remembered longer than 15–30 seconds without continual rehearsal (Atkinson and Shiffrin 1971),
although the MTL can be engaged over short delays (cf. Jeneson and Squire 2012). Accordingly, recalling
security training information, even very recent training, requires use of declarative memory (Friedman
and Goldman-Rakic 1988) and will result in neural activation changes in the MTL.
3.1.1

High-DTI versus Warning-Only
Conditions of High-DTI (responding to an interruptive security message) result in lower

activation in the MTL associated with recalling security information than in the Warning-Only task (i.e.,
only responding to the security message). Consistent with the capacity-sharing model, the brain often
cannot meet the demands of the multiple tasks simultaneously (e.g., responding to a warning in the
middle of another primary task). Thus, DTI inhibits one’s ability to maintain multiple MTL-dependent
representations in response to the security message. For example, Schon et al. (2015) suggest that during
working memory maintenance periods, declarative memory retrieval may be inhibited due to limited
cognitive resources availability.
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Likewise, the bottleneck model predicts that performing the primary task and responding to the
security message may be cognitively incompatible. In one scenario, unless a user releases the cognitive
resource from the primary task, it is impossible for the user to activate MTL-dependent representations to
process the security message. In another scenario, the user may switch tasks, but in anticipation of
continuing the primary task, may not expend as extensively MTL-dependent cognitive resources (Dux et
al. 2006; Pashler 1994; Sigman and Dehaene 2006). In either case, neural activation in the MTL
decreases. Thus, we hypothesize:
H1. In the MTL region of the brain, activity will be lower under the High-DTI condition as
compared to the Warning-Only condition.
We also predict that users will have greater security message disregard under conditions of HighDTI (i.e., when presenting the security message in the middle of another task) compared to when they are
only completing the secondary Warning-Only task (i.e., when only responding to security messages).
Literature has extensively validated the relationship between DTI and task performance even in simple
tasks (Pashler 1994). For example, when short term memory is consumed by asking people to memorize a
simple piece of information, performance on tasks, such as their speed in classifying stimuli and
information, decreases (Logan 1978).
In the context of both models of DTI, the decreased activation in the MTL resulting from highDTI suggests that users were not able to access information from declarative memory to assess the
security message. Performance will thereby decrease, as security behavior was informed possibly by
inadequate information and processing. Unless a user releases the cognitive resources from the primary
task, it may be impossible for the user to process the security message and the user will simply disregard
it (Dux et al. 2006; Pashler 1994; Sigman and Dehaene 2006). In either case, performance decreases.
H2. Security message disregard will be higher under the high-DTI condition as compared to the
Warning-Only condition.
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Building on our previous hypotheses, if high-DTI decreases activity in the MTL (H1) and this
decrease explains why security message disregard will be higher in high-DTI conditions (H2), we
hypothesize that the difference in MTL activation between high-DTI and Warning-Only tasks should
predict the change in security message disregard between the two conditions. In summary,
H3. Between the Warning-Only and high-DTI conditions, a decrease in activation of the MTL will
predict an increase in security warning disregard.
3.1.2

High-DTI versus Low-DTI
Similar to H1, we predict that conditions of high DTI will result in less activation in the MTL

than conditions of low DTI. As previously discussed, responding to a security message after a primary
task is not immune to DTI. The bottleneck model explains that switching between tasks causes
interference that decreases task performance (Pashler 1994). Research shows that people’s responses are
usually more error prone and slower following a task switch (Monsell 2003). In high-DTI scenarios, users
must switch between tasks many times to accomplish both (much like a computer switches between
threads to run multiple programs). However, unlike conditions of high DTI, the user only needs to switch
between tasks once in a low-DTI condition (at the end of the primary task to respond to the security
message). This decrease in task switching reduces the amount of interference (Dux et al. 2006).
Likewise, when a security message is presented after a task (low DTI), the primary task and the
security message do not compete for the same limited cognitive resources—i.e., users may fully devote
available cognition to one task and then the other after accounting for the DTI of the switching cost. As
such, the capacity-sharing model also predicts that DTI will be less in conditions of low DTI compared to
high DTI.
Activation in the MTL will likely be higher under conditions of low DTI than conditions of high
DTI. After the impact of switching tasks, the brain can activate MTL-dependent representations as needed
to perform the security task, whereas this ability is restricted in conditions of high DTI. We therefore
hypothesize:
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H4. For the MTL region of the brain, activity will be lower under the high-DTI condition
compared to the low-DTI condition.
Similar to H2, we also hypothesize that performance under conditions of high DTI will be lower
than under conditions of low DTI. When a security message does not interrupt another task, responding to
the security messages does not compete for cognitive resources as much. Hence, one has access to more
cognitive resources to activate the MTL in order to more ideally respond to the security message,
resulting in less security message disregard. The capacity-sharing and bottleneck models of DTI would
therefore predict improved performance (Pashler 1994). Consequently, we hypothesize:
H5. Security message disregard will be higher under the high-DTI condition as compared to the
low-DTI condition.
Building on our previous hypotheses, if high DTI decreases activity in the MTL compared to low
DTI (H4) and this decrease explains why security message disregard will be higher in high-DTI versus
low-DTI conditions (H5), we hypothesize that the difference in MTL activation between high-DTI and
low-DTI conditions should predict the change in security message disregard. In summary,
H6. Between the low-DTI and high-DTI conditions, a decrease in activation of the MTL will
predict an increase in security warning disregard.
3.2

Methodology
To test our hypotheses, we utilized a repeated-measure experimental design that required

participants to respond to security warnings that either interrupted or did not interrupt a primary task. For
the primary task, subjects were asked to memorize or encode a seven-digit code. After a short encoding
time, participants were given a brief rehearsal period, in which they were required to maintain the
information in working memory. Finally, participants were asked to retrieve the code. We chose a task
that consumed working memory because many real-world tasks on computers have similarly high
working memory demands (e.g., reading a web page, searching for information, etc.). Research suggests
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that maintaining information in working memory requires brain structures including the hippocampus and
amygdala (Friedman and Goldman-Rakic 1988). Furthermore, recent research suggests that working
memory maintenance utilizes several MTL areas (Schon et al. 2015), suggesting that other MTL
processes such as memory retrieval may be interrupted during working memory maintenance periods.
The security messages used in this experiment were operationalized as permission warnings
similar to those that are displayed as users install a Google Chrome browser extension (see Figure 4 for an
example). The warning listed the permissions the application was requesting.
Figure 4.

Example Permission Warning

Prior to starting the experiment, participants were required to learn which permission warnings
were malicious and which were acceptable. We instructed participants to reject all warnings that
contained any malicious permissions and to accept all others. To ensure that participants learned which
permissions were malicious, they were required to pass a quiz. The quiz asked participants to correctly
identify the malicious and acceptable permissions in an order-randomized list (Online Appendix A lists
all acceptable and malicious permissions). If participants misclassified any of the permissions, they were
notified which ones were misclassified, and the list order was then reset and randomized again.
Participants were required to repeat the quiz until they correctly classified all permissions. After
successfully finishing the training, participants completed the experiment in three treatments presented in
a random order. To relieve participants’ fatigue during the experiment, there was a brief rest period in
between each treatment. We describe each treatment below (see Figure 5). In addition, Online Appendix
A includes figures of each stage of the experiment depicted in Figure 5 (e.g., encode, rehearsal, etc.).
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Figure 5.

Experimental Design

Treatment A: High-DTI
In the high-DTI treatment, participants were presented a seven-digit code. They were asked to
encode the code for 5 seconds. Afterwards, the code disappeared and a warning was shown. Participants
were then given 7 seconds (with a jitter of +/-3 seconds to avoid multicollinearity in the fMRI analysis) to
click on either reject or accept based on their previous training. At this time, the warning disappeared and
a question appeared asking participants to select the code they were most recently asked to memorize
among five other codes. Participants were given 7 seconds to select the code and then given a break for 5
seconds to be used as a baseline in the analysis. Participants repeated this 18 times. Since the warning was
presented during a working memory maintenance period (i.e., between the encoding and retrieval
screens), security message disregard was likely influenced by DTI.
Treatment B: Low-DTI
Treatment B followed the same procedure as Treatment A, except the ordering of the 7-second
warning page and the 7-second break page was changed. Participants first encoded the code, retained that
code in their memory for the rehearsal period, retrieved the code, and then responded to the warning. This
was repeated 18 times with a 5-second break between each trial to be used as a baseline in the analysis.
As the warning did not occur during the rehearsal period, security message disregard was less likely
influenced by DTI than in Treatment A.
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Treatment C: Warning-Only
In this treatment, participants only saw warnings and did not receive the encode/retrieve task.
Like the previous treatments, participants were given 7 (+/-3) seconds to respond to the warning. This
was repeated 18 times with a break between each trial to be used as a baseline in the analysis. Since there
was no memorization task, security message disregard was likely not influenced by DTI.
3.2.1

Behavioral Pilot Test
We followed the guidelines provided by Dimoka (2012) for conducting an fMRI study. This

included performing a behavioral pilot test outside of the MRI scanner to ensure that subjects perform the
task as expected, are manipulated, and that the protocol is clear. Please see Online Appendix C for details.
3.2.2

MRI Procedure
We ran the experiment in an fMRI laboratory. fMRI has high spatial resolution and can localize

neural activation to specific brain regions in a non-invasive manner (see Figure 6).
Figure 6.

MRI Scanner

Participants were verbally informed about experimental procedures. Participants viewed the
experimental images on a large MR-compatible monitor at the opening of the MRI scanner by means of a
mirror attached to the head coil. Before being placed inside the MRI scanner, participants were given an
MR-compatible trackball, which they used to interact with the security warnings and memorization task
throughout the experiment. Extensive technical details regarding MRI acquisition parameters and data
pre-processing procedures are documented in Online Appendix D.
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Single-subject regression (first-level) analyses were carried out by creating regressors for each
event type: memory code display, high-DTI warning, low-DTI rehearsal, memory retrieval, low-DTI
warning, Warning-Only warning, and Working-memory Only rehearsal. Regressors for motion (three
translations and three rotations) were included in the model as effects of no interest. Periods without
explicit task demands were included in the model as an implicit baseline (i.e., the breaks shown in Figure
5). Stimulus durations were modeled as illustrated in Figure 5 and as described in Section 3.2.
Beta values for the conditions of interest were then entered into group-level analyses (wholebrain, voxel-wise t-tests), which were used to determine significant clusters of activation. Corrections for
multiple comparisons were determined through Monte Carlo simulations (Forman 1995). All clusters of
activation were thresholded at a voxel-wise p-value < .02 and a spatial extent (i.e., cluster size) threshold
of k > 40 contiguous voxels (1080 mm3), controlling family-wise error rate to p < .05. Significant
activation clusters (functionally-defined regions of interest) as defined in the group-level analysis were
further interrogated by extracting mean beta values within the clusters for each participant.
3.2.3

Participants
We recruited 24 participants from the university community. Each participant was screened for

MRI compatibility, native-English speaking, corrected-normal visual acuity, and right-handedness. We
excluded those with color-blindness or who were taking psychotropic medications. In accordance with the
university’s institutional review board protocol, all participants were given an informed consent form to
sign. Of the 24 participants, 11 were female and 13 were male. Participant age ranged from 18 to 40 years
of age with a mean age of 23.7 years. Participants were paid $25 for approximately 1 hour in the scanner.
3.3

Results

3.3.1

High-DTI versus Warning-Only Treatment fMRI Analysis
We first analyze Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 that explore the relationship between brain activation and

security message disregard in the high-DTI and Warning-Only treatments. In this analysis, we examined
the neural correlates of responding to security warnings under dual-task conditions by comparing
14

activation for the high-DTI warning/rehearsal period (in which participants were required to maintain a
seven-digit code in their working memory and respond to the warning stimulus) with activation for the
warning in the Warning-Only condition using paired t-tests. We exclusively masked the results of this
comparison with the warning versus baseline comparison to eliminate spurious activations (such as visual
responses to the stimulus and motor responses from manipulating the trackball). We found several
significant clusters (regions of interest, or ROIs) of activation (see Table B1 of Online Appendix B). In
particular, activation was greater in the MTL for the Warning-Only condition than for the high-DTI
condition (t(23) = 3.534, p < .005), suggesting that participants were utilizing the MTL more for
processing the security warning in the Warning-Only condition, supporting H1 (see Figure 7).
In addition to the fMRI analysis, we explored how DTI influenced participants’ actual security
message disregard. As shown in
Table 1, security message disregard was significantly higher in the high-DTI treatment than in the
Warning-Only treatment (χ2(1) = 40.391 p < .01), supporting H2.
Figure 7.

Increased activity in response to the Warning-Only condition compared to the HighDTI condition—warm colors indicate increased blood flow.

Table 1.

fMRI Warning Performance

Treatment
High-DTI
Low-DTI
Warning-Only

Security Warning
Disregard
Regard
22.92%
77.08%
8.80%
91.20%
7.41%
92.59%
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We next explored whether the change in MTL activation between the High-DTI and WarningOnly treatments predicts participants’ change regarding security message disregard. We specified a
regression model with participants’ change in terms of security message disregard as the dependent
variable and participants’ change in MTL activation between the two treatments as the independent
variable. The results support the notion that the change in MTL activation significantly influences
security message disregard: β = -0.519, t(23) = 2.844, p < .01, R2 = 0.269, supporting H3.
3.3.2

High-DTI versus Low-DTI Treatment fMRI Analysis
We perform similar analyses to test Hypotheses 4, 5, and 6 exploring the relationship between

brain activation and security message disregard in the high-DTI and low-DTI treatments. We compared
activation during the warning/rehearsal period for the high-DTI condition with activation during the
rehearsal period for the low-DTI condition. In both conditions, participants were required to maintain a
seven-digit code in their working memory. However, in the high-DTI condition, participants also
responded to the warning stimuli. Therefore, in addition to the working-memory-related activity, we also
anticipated activation related to viewing and responding to the warning stimuli in the high-DTI condition.
To control for this, we exclusively masked the high-DTI versus low-DTI comparison with a comparison
of the activation for the warning task in the Warning-Only treatment versus the baseline. The resulting
activation was therefore free of spurious visual system activation related to viewing the stimulus and the
motor activation related to responding with the trackball. We identified four significant clusters of
activation, including regions in the bilateral MTL that overlapped with the regions observed in the
previous analysis. The significant clusters of activation included two in the MTL, comprising parts of the
anterior hippocampus, entorhinal, and perirhinal cortices (see Table B2 of Online Appendix B). In each of
these regions, activation was significantly greater for the low-DTI rehearsal period than for the high-DTI
delay period (t(23) = 4.308, p < .001), suggesting participants utilized the MTL more for working
memory maintenance in the low-DTI treatment, thus supporting H4 (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8.

Increased activity in response to the Low-DTI condition compared to the High-DTI
condition—warm colors indicate increased blood flow.

We examined how the differences between the high-DTI and low-DTI conditions influenced
participants’ actual security message disregard. As shown in
Table 1, security message disregard was significantly higher in the high-DTI treatment than in the
low-DTI treatment (χ2(1) = 32.279, p < .01). A further chi-squared test indicated that there was no
difference in security message disregard in the low-DTI treatment and the Warning-Only treatment (χ2(1)
= 0.560, p > .05), supporting H5.
Finally, we explored whether the change in MTL activation between the high-DTI and low-DTI
treatments predicted participants’ change in security message disregard. We specified a regression model
with the change in security message disregard as the dependent variable and the change in MTL between
the two treatments as the independent variable. The results suggest that the change in MTL significantly
influences security message disregard: β = -.470, t(23) = 2.495, p < .01, R2 = .212, supporting H6.
Finally, we tested supplementary hypotheses comparing MTL activation and security message
disregard between low-DTI and Warning-Only scenarios, which are presented in Online Appendix E.
Interestingly, the analyses show that when a message immediately follows a primary task, neural activity
in the MTL is comparable to when attending to the message is the only task.
3.4

Experiment 1—Discussion
Both the fMRI and behavioral analysis supported our hypotheses. First, we found that participants

in the high-DTI treatment exhibited less activation in the bilateral MTL than participants in the Warning17

Only treatment. This suggests that DTI inhibits one’s ability to utilize the MTL to retrieve information
from the long-term memory necessary to respond to permission warnings. People had more than 15%
higher security message disregard in the High-DTI treatment than in the Warning-Only treatment. We
found that the change in MTL predicted participants’ change in terms of warning response accuracy.
Second, we found that displaying the warning between the working memory tasks (i.e., not during
the rehearsal period) improved performance. In the low-DTI treatment, participants had more activation
in the MTL than in the high-DTI treatment. Likewise, in the high-DTI treatment, participants had an
approximately 14% higher security message disregard than those in the low-DTI treatment. The change in
MTL in this comparison also predicted participants’ change in warning response accuracy.
4

Experiment 2—Google Chrome Cleanup Tool
Experiment 2 applies the fMRI insights gained in Experiment 1 to evaluate interventions for

mitigating DTI in a realistic scenario. We create hypotheses that identify various low-DTI timings during
which to display system-generated alerts. We then empirically test these hypotheses in an ecologically
valid scenario. As a result, this study provides an artifact (i.e., security messages that appear during lowDTI timings) for practitioners to reduce security message disregard. Furthermore, it demonstrates how
one can apply the findings of Experiment 1 to determine appropriate low-DTI timings.
4.1

Experimental Context
As a context to test our hypotheses, we implemented Google Chrome Cleanup Tool (CCT)

messages used in Chrome for Windows (see Figure 9). Google Chrome accounts for more than 56 percent
of the global desktop browser market share (StatCounter 2015), and so the CCT potentially impacts
millions of users. The CCT detects if malware has tampered with the host computer and manipulated the
browser or other Internet settings (Google 2015). When a problem is detected, the CCT displays a
message to the user asking for permission to remove the unwanted software and restore Chrome’s original
settings. Although the CCT message is important, it does not require immediate attention and, therefore,
can be delayed.
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Figure 9.

Google Chrome Cleanup Tool (CCT) message.

For this study, we collaborated with a team of Google Chrome security engineers who develop
the Chrome Cleanup Tool—a security message that can be delayed—to identify five low-DTI times to
display security messages during the browsing experience. These times were selected according to (1)
DTI theory and the results of fMRI results of Experiment 1, (2) input from Google engineers on moments
that were frequent in occurrence and generalizable across a wide variety of web-based activities and
users, and (3) a feasibility assessment for implementing in a web browser.
For comparison, we also chose four High-DTI times. These times were selected to be in the
middle of other tasks, which, based on DTI theory and Experiment 1, should exhibit higher DTI. This
resulted in a between-subject design with nine conditions (five low- and four high-DTI times). Examples
of each of the conditions are presented in Online Appendix F. Table 2 summarizes the selected low- and
high-DTI times.
5

Hypotheses
We hypothesize how the five different low-DTI times influence security message disregard

compared to the high-DTI times. Experiment 1 demonstrated that a low-DTI time for security messages is
between tasks (i.e., after completing one task and before completing another task). Consistent with DTI
theory, when processing a security message before or after another task, people experienced significantly
more activation in the MTL region of the brain, suggesting that they processed the message more
completely (see H4 results). Processing messages between tasks decreased security message disregard
compared to processing a security message in the middle of another task (see H5 results).
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Table 2.
Code

Summary of Conditions
Condition

Description

n

Low-DTI Conditions
LowDTI-1

Low-DTI: On first page load

At the beginning of starting the first task.

96

LowDTI-2

Low-DTI: After video

After the video.

96

LowDTI-3

Low-DTI: Switching web domains
Low-DTI: Waiting for web-based task to
complete
Low-DTI: Waiting for page load

After interacting with a website.

95

Waiting for a file to process.

94

Waiting for a page to load.

95

LowDTI-4
LowDTI-5

High-DTI Conditions
HighDTI-1

High-DTI: During video

In the middle of watching a video.

97

HighDTI-2

High-DTI: While typing
High-DTI: While transferring
information

In the middle of typing.
In the middle of transferring a confirmation
code.
In the middle of the movement to close the web
page.
Total number of participants

95

HighDTI-3
HighDTI-4

High-DTI: On the way to close window

94
94
856

We propose that displaying a security message when a web page first loads in the browser is one
such between-task time and will therefore exhibit low DTI and less security message disregard. This is
because when a web page first loads, users are not yet fully engaged in their new task. Rather, they are
about to begin a new task or are between tasks. As such, consistent with DTI theory and our fMRI
findings in Experiment 1, people should engage in greater cognitive processing of the security messages
at this time, and security message disregard will decrease. In summary, we hypothesize:
H7. Displaying a security message when a browser page first loads will result in lower security
message disregard than displaying the message during high-DTI times.
Likewise, we posit that another between-task, low-DTI time is when a user finishes viewing a
web-based video. Videos are an extremely popular type of media on the web (YouTube 2015). Often,
people will experience a state of cognitive absorption while watching videos—a state of deep
involvement with and focused attention on the media (Agarwal and Karahanna 2000). During such times,
people have limited cognitive resources to perform other tasks. However, upon completion, these
resources are temporarily released before the next task. Displaying a security message immediately after a
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web-based video is therefore an appropriate between-task time. During this time, DTI will be low, and the
user has a higher likelihood of having cognitive resources available to process security messages.
Consistent with Experiment 1, security message disregard will decrease. In summary, we hypothesize:
H8. Displaying a security message when a web-based video ends will result in lower security
message disregard than displaying a message during high-DTI times.
Third, we posit that when people switch web domains, they experience a between-task time that
will exhibit low DTI and thereby low security message disregard. When a person switches domains, it is
an indicator that the person is between tasks. Although perhaps not always the case, the probability of
having just ended a task and starting a new task is higher than if someone is still browsing a web page on
the same domain. In this case, consistent with Experiment 1, one’s likelihood of processing the security
message will be greater, and security message disregard will be lower. In summary, we hypothesize:
H9. Displaying a security message when switching domains will result in lower security message
disregard than displaying a message during high-DTI times.
In Experiment 1, we also found that responding to security messages in isolation results in lower
DTI than when responding to messages in the middle of a task. When users’ only task is responding to
security messages, they have higher activation in the MTL region of the brain (see the results to H1). This
suggests that participants devote more cognitive resources to the processing of security messages at this
time. As a result, people have lower disregard when responding to security messages in isolation
compared to responding to security messages in the middle of another task (see the results to H2).
Waiting for a web-based task to complete is an isolated time to respond to security messages that
will result in low DTI and have lower security message disregard. Users frequently must wait for webbased tasks to complete. Examples include waiting for a picture to upload, waiting for a report to be
generated, or waiting for a credit card transaction to be processed. During these times, a security message
can be presented in isolation without competing with other tasks. Users can therefore devote more
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cognitive resources to the processing of the security message, which, consistent with Experiment 1, will
result in lower security message disregard. In summary, we hypothesize:
H10. Displaying a security message while waiting for “processing” to finish will result in lower
security message disregard than displaying a message during high-DTI times.
Finally, similar to waiting for a web-based task to complete, we propose that waiting for a page to
load is also an isolated time to respond to security messages that will have low DTI and lower security
message disregard. While the user waits for a page to load, the user’s task is temporarily suspended, and
the screen is often blank. Thus, there are minimal task demands and stimuli to consume cognitive
resources, and the user can respond to the security message in isolation. Again, Experiment 1 shows that
when responding to security messages in isolation, users will experience greater activation in the MTL,
leading to less security message disregard (H1, H2). Building on these findings, we hypothesize:
H11. Displaying a security message while waiting for a page to load will result in lower security
message disregard than displaying a message during high-DTI times.
5.1

Procedure
Participants were instructed that their task was to help create an archive of online videos. To

increase realism, we did not tell participants upfront that a purpose of the task was also to explore how
they respond to security messages. Participants were given a web page URL to watch a 30-second
commercial video. After watching the video, participants were given another URL that led them to a
video archive website. On this website, they were asked to enter the URL for the video they had watched
and to summarize the video in at least 25 words (the system enforced the word count). After submitting
their summary, the web page displayed the following message for 10 seconds: “Please wait while we
fetch and process the video.” After processing completed, participants were given a confirmation code
that they were required to enter on another web page to receive payment.
The two websites were designed by the research team specifically for this study and included
JavaScript that could trigger the CCT message. With permission from Google, the CCT message
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displayed was identical in appearance to the actual one displayed in Chrome for Windows. Consistent
with the way CCT is displayed in Chrome, the CCT message remained visible over the content of the web
page until the user either accepted or dismissed it, or until the web page was closed.
The experimental system randomly assigned each participant to one condition. The five low-DTI
conditions were displayed as follows. First, in the LowDTI-1 (“On first page load”) condition,
participants saw the Google Chrome Cleanup Tool prompt when they navigated to the first web page. In
the LowDTI-2 (“After video”) condition, participants saw the prompt after finishing the video. In the
LowDTI-3 (“Switching web domains”) condition, participants saw the prompt when switching domains
to the second website. In the LowDTI-4 (“Waiting for web-based task to complete”) condition,
participants saw the prompt while waiting for the system to upload the video on the second web page. For
the LowDTI-5 (“Waiting for page load”) condition, we implemented an artificial loading delay of six
seconds as the second page loaded. A few seconds into the loading delay, the CCT message was shown.
The remaining four high-DTI conditions were similar to the low-DTI conditions except that the
CCT message was displayed in the middle of a task. For the HighDTI-1 (“During video”) condition,
participants saw the CCT message 10 seconds into the 30-second video. In the HighDTI-2 (“While
typing”) condition, participants saw the prompt while typing the description of the video (when they
typed word 10 out of 25). In the HighDTI-3 (“While transferring information”) condition, participants
saw the CCT message as they were given the confirmation code that they needed to enter in the payment
website. Finally, in the HighDTI-4 (“Mousing to close window”) condition, participants were shown the
prompt as they were in the middle moving to close the window. The system recorded whether participants
clicked on the “Run Chrome Cleanup Tool” button, the “Dismiss” button, or ignored the message.
Participants completed a post-task survey to gather demographic and manipulation check
information. Further, the post-task survey disclosed the real purpose of the experiment—to explore how
people respond to Google Chrome Cleanup Tool. We then provided a link that educated participants on
the real prompt and what they should do if they see it.
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5.2

Dependent and Independent Variable
We conceptualized our dependent variable—security message disregard—as whether participants

ignored the message or responded to it (a binary variable). We chose this instead of whether participants
clicked on the “Run Chrome Cleanup Tool” or “Dismiss” buttons because feedback from the pilot test
indicated that some people clicked “Dismiss” if they thought the prompt itself was malware (which is not
an example of disregarding the message, but rather a thoughtful response). However, as the CCT prompt
does not automatically disappear when ignored, responses from the pilot test suggest that not responding
to the warning was a result of not noticing or giving attention to the warning. Thus, we deem an
appropriate conceptualization of security message disregard as whether participants ignored the message.
As some messages were displayed earlier in the task than others, we also recorded how long the
message was displayed as a control variable in the analysis. While people were responding, we captured
their mouse cursor movements to explore whether they were quickly “clicking the message away” or
actually paying attention to and processing the message (Anderson et al. 2015). Finally, we recorded the
condition to use it as an independent variable in the analysis.
5.3

Participants
We recruited participants from Amazon’s MTurk. Social scientists are increasingly using MTurk,

as the diversity of the participant pool is larger than that of typical undergraduate college samples, and the
data are as reliable as those collected using other methods (Buhrmester et al. 2011). We had 856
participants, with 94–97 participants per condition. Following the suggestion of Steelman et al. (2014), all
participants were required to be from the U.S. The average age of participants was 34.68 years old; 56
percent were male. All participants were required to take the experiment using Google Chrome on
Windows, the only version of Chrome that includes the CCT. Participants were paid $1 USD for
approximately a six-minute task. Table 2 shows the participant breakdown per condition.
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6
6.1

Results
Manipulation Check
Prior to analyzing the security message disregard for the different conditions, we conducted a

manipulation check to verify that our hypothesized times had lower DTI than the high-DTI times. In a
post-task survey, we asked all participants the following question on a 7-point Likert agreement scale as a
manipulation check for DTI: “When the above message appeared, I was busy doing other things” (with
the CCT message shown above the question). An ANOVA indicated that a difference existed among the
different conditions, F(8, 800) = 10.979, p < .001. Using a Tukey post-hoc comparison analysis, we found
that people reported significantly less DTI for each of the low-DTI conditions than for the high-DTI
conditions.
6.2

Mouse Movement Analysis
As another method for evaluating the effectiveness of our low-DTI conditions, we performed an

analysis of users’ mouse cursor movements to see if users responded more thoughtfully to the CCT
prompt in the low-DTI times compared to the high-DTI times. The analysis of mouse cursor movements
has been shown to capture users’ emotional and cognitive states in their “natural environments with finegrained temporal precision” (Hibbeln et al. forthcoming, p. 27). See Online Appendix G for a summary of
mouse cursor-tracking literature. If a user dismisses a message without reading or cognitively processing
the message, the user’s mouse cursor movements are more direct and move more quickly to the dismiss
button. However, if a user takes time to read and cognitively process the message, the mouse cursor often
deviates away from the most direct path to dismiss the message as movements “are function of both one’s
consciously intended movement and the subconscious programed movements toward other stimuli [e.g.,
information on the message that catch a person’s attention]” (Hibbeln et al. forthcoming, pp. 25–26). In
addition, users often move more slowly as they are cognitively processing the message (Anderson et al.
2015; Hibbeln et al. forthcoming).
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We test whether users in the low-DTI conditions had slower speed and greater deviation—the
indicators of cognitive processing—while responding to messages in the low-DTI conditions versus the
high-DTI conditions. An ANOVA suggested that differences in deviation (F(8,371)=7.675, p < .001) and
speed (F(8,371)=15.783, p < .001) exist among the low- and high-DTI conditions. In the post-hoc
comparison, we found that people who responded to the security message in the low-DTI conditions had
more deviation and slower movement speeds than those people who responded to messages in the highDTI conditions. This suggests that users in the low-DTI condition had indicators of greater cognitive
processing of the security message.
6.3

Main Analysis
We then tested our hypotheses using logistic regression contrasts. We included security message

disregard as the dependent variable (coded as 1 for disregard and 0 if the participant responded). As
independent variables, we included a control variable for how long the message was shown, accounting
for variance due to some messages being displayed longer than others in different conditions. We then
modeled each condition as a dummy variable. To compare conditions to each other, we treated each
condition as the reference class (the condition to which every other condition is compared) in separate
analyses. We applied a Bonferroni correction to account for alpha slippage. The model is shown below:
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑟𝑑 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 ∙ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽2 ∙ 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝐷𝑇𝐼_1𝑖 + ⋯ + 𝛽6 ∙ 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝐷𝑇𝐼_5𝑖 + 𝛽7 ∙ 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝐷𝑇𝐼_1𝑖
+ ⋯ + 𝛽10 ∙ 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝐷𝑇𝐼_4𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖
Table 3 summarizes the security message disregard for each condition. Table 4 summarizes the results.
The Nagelkerke R2 for the model was .290. Displaying the message during each of the low-DTI
conditions resulted in significantly lower disregard than all of the high-DTI conditions, supporting H7–
11.
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Table 3.

Percentage of Disregard for Each Condition (ranked from lowest to highest)
Code
LowDTI-5
LowDTI-4
LowDTI-2
LowDTI-1
LowDTI-3
HighDTI-4
HighDTI-2
HighDTI-1
HighDTI-3

Table 4.

Condition
Low-DTI: Waiting for page load
Low-DTI: While processing
Low-DTI: After Video
Low-DTI: On first page load
Low-DTI: Switching Domains
High-DTI: On the way to close window
High-DTI: While Typing
High-DTI: During Video
High-DTI: While transferring information

Disregarded
22.11%
24.47%
43.75%
44.79%
46.32%
74.47%
77.89%
79.38%
87.23%

Condition Comparisons with Bonferroni Adjustments

Treatment
LowDTI-1
LowDTI-2
.01 ns
LowDTI-2
LowDTI-3
-.02 ns
-.03 ns
LowDTI-3
LowDTI-4
.20**
.19**
.22**
LowDTI-4
LowDTI-5
.23**
.22**
.24**
.02 ns
LowDTI-5
HighDTI-1
-.35***
-.36***
-.33***
-.55***
-.57***
HighDTI-1
HighDTI-2
-.33***
-.34***
-.32***
-.53***
-.56***
.01 ns
HighDTI-2
HighDTI-3
-.42***
-.43***
-.41***
-.63***
-.65***
-.08 ns
-.09 ns
HighDTI-4
-.30***
-.31***
-.28***
-.50***
-.52***
.05 ns
.03 ns
Shaded areas indicate analyses to test hypotheses; ns = non-significant, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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HighDTI-3
.13 ns

Experiment 2—Discussion
In this experiment, we chose five low-DTI times to display the CCT prompt. These times were

chosen based on (1) DTI theory and Experiment 1 results, (2) input from Google engineers on moments
that were frequent in occurrence and generalizable, and (3) a feasibility assessment for implementing in a
web browser. The analysis of disregard supported our hypotheses. Namely, people had significantly and
substantially less disregard in every low-DTI time compared to every high-DTI time. In addition, we
confirmed that DTI influenced user’s mouse cursor movement; users in the low-DTI conditions
demonstrated mousing indicators of more thoughtful processing than users in the high-DTI conditions.
8

General Discussion
System-generated alerts are ubiquitous in human-computer interactions. While providing timely

information, alerts also result in decreased performance (Mark et al. 2008). The experiments of this study
explored how a subset of these alerts—security messages—increase security message disregard when
they interrupt a users’ primary task due to the neural phenomenon of dual-task interference (DTI).
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This study had three objectives. First, we explored how DTI occurs in the brain in response to
interruptive messages. We designed an fMRI experiment that examined how activation in the medial
temporal lobe (MTL) changes when security messages induce DTI by interrupting a primary task. The
MTL is the brain region responsible for retrieving information from declarative memory to properly
respond to security messages. We found that activation in the MTL decreased when security messages
interrupted a primary task, indicating that long-term memory is inhibited under conditions of high DTI.
Second, we explained how DTI affects users’ responses to interruptive messages. We tied the
fMRI and behavioral performance data by showing that decreases in MTL activation under a condition of
high DTI directly predict participants’ increased security message disregard. We followed the approach
enjoined by Dimoka: “By acquiring behavioral data together with fMRI data, virtually in real-time, it may
be possible to link brain activity with behavioral responses and thereby to predict behavior in situations
where alternative means have failed” (2012, pp. 814–815). Thus, our linkage of fMRI and behavioral data
provides strong evidence of the influence of DTI on security message disregard.
Third, we investigated how to mitigate the effects of DTI by adjusting the timing of messages. In
both the fMRI and the behavioral experiment, we found that presenting security messages after or
between primary tasks lowers security message disregard. In the fMRI experiment, we found that
presenting the security message after the primary task resulted in greater activation of the MTL, similar to
when people were solely focused on responding to the security message. Further, we showed that the
decrease in MTL activation between the high-DTI and low-DTI treatments directly predicted participants’
increased security message disregard. Security message disregard was not significantly different between
the low-DTI and Warning-Only treatment, suggesting that through effective timing, a low-DTI condition
can have similar results as if the security message were the primary task.
Similarly, in the behavioral experiment using the realistic context of the Chrome Cleanup Tool
(CCT), people disregarded the CCT prompt less during every low-DTI time compared to every high-DTI
time. This was consistent both with DTI theory and the main finding from Experiment 1 that the timing of
the interruption mattered. Table 5 summarizes the contributions of both studies.
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Table 5.

Contributions

Element of Research

Type

Interruptive messages
induce DTI

Theoretical,
empirical

DTI decreases the
effectiveness of
messages

Theoretical,
empirical

Good timing mitigates
the effect of DTI

Theoretical,
empirical

Element of Research
Low-DTI timings
during web browsing
Mouse cursor-tracking
measures
Triangulation and realworld testing of fMRI
findings

8.1

Experiment 1: fMRI experiment
Contributions
Found that activation in the MTL decreased when messages
interrupted a primary task, indicating that long-term memory is
inhibited under conditions of high DTI.
Showed MTL activation under a condition of high DTI directly
predicted increases in security message disregard behavior.

Demonstrated that displaying the message at low-DTI times results
in significantly higher MTL activation and lower security message
disregard, indicating that the effects of DTI can be mitigated by
finessing the timing of when a security message is displayed.
Experiment 2: Online Chrome Cleanup Tool experiment
Type
Contributions
Identified and validated five low-DTI timings during common web
Artifactual
browsing experiences, offering practical means of mitigating the
effect of DTI.
Showed that two mouse cursor-tracking measures of cognitive
Methodological
processing—movement deviation and speed—can be used to
validate low- vs. high-DTI times.
In a realistic task, established that presenting security messages
during low-DTI times results in significantly lower security
Empirical
message disregard relative to high-DTI times, corroborating the
fMRI results of Experiment 1.

Contributions to Research
This paper makes several contributions to research. First, DTI scholars have largely focused on

how interruptions decrease performance of primary tasks (e.g., work productivity). However, in many
contexts it is vital to understand how performance with a system-generated alert (the interruption itself) is
influenced by DTI. This paper contributes by demonstrating that DTI suppresses activity in the MTL
region of the brain, which decreases one’s ability to retrieve the necessary information from declarative
memory to properly respond to the security message. Although the exact neural systems involved likely
vary depending on the nature of the primary task and system-generated alert, we would expect the overall
timing-dependent pattern of activation to remain the same. This provides a sound theoretical foundation
for objectively measuring the influence of DTI in the brain for other system-generated alerts.
Second, our research shows that the change in activation in the MTL regions of the brain between
higher- and lower-DTI conditions predicts security message disregard. A regression analysis indicated
that the change in MTL activation between treatments alone accounted for 26.9% of the variance in
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security message disregard behavior in one analysis and 22.1% in the other. Thus, we contribute by
directly tying fMRI data and behavioral performance data, providing a powerful objective predictor of
security message disregard.
Third, although system-generated alerts are ubiquitous in personal computing, our results show
why they should be bounded in their presentation. In the fMRI experiment, timing the security message to
display between primary tasks resulted in significantly higher neural activation of the MTL and
substantially decreased security message disregard close to the level for when responding to the security
message is the exclusive task. That is, there was no statistical difference in security message disregard
between the low-DTI group and the Warning-Only group as shown in Online Appendix E. Similarly, in
the more realistic context of Experiment 2, participants disregarded the Google CCT prompt significantly
less when the prompt was shown during low-DTI times.
Finally, Experiment 2 introduces a novel method for measuring DTI and whether people are
thoughtfully responding to system-generated alerts. Namely, we found that DTI influences how people
move the computer mouse in response to alerts. When DTI was high, the users’ mouse cursor movements
were significantly more direct and moved more quickly to dismiss the CCT prompt. In contrast, when
DTI was low, users’ mouse cursor movements deviated more away from the most direct path to dismiss
the message, and moved more slowly toward other information on the message, an indication that people
were reading and cognitively processing the message. This finding builds on prior mouse-tracking work
(Hibbeln et al. forthcoming), suggesting that mouse cursor movement is an effective means of assessing
DTI.
8.2

Contributions to Practice
Understanding how people respond to system-generated alerts is important to promote a secure

computing environment. Our results suggest that for those messages that can be safely preempted or
delayed, waiting until between primary tasks to display a message will result in substantially higher
performance on the security task. Again, in our experiments using security messages, users’ security
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message disregard was decreased 15% by displaying the security warning between primary tasks in
Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, security message disregard decreased from 87.23% (worst-case high-DTI
scenario) to 22.11% (best-case low-DTI scenario) by finessing the timing of the Google CCT prompt.
These results suggest that there is a considerable benefit to be realized in practice by either preempting or
postponing an alert to a low-DTI time.
As an immediate benefit of our research, we identified and validated five low-DTI timings during
common web browsing experiences that effectively mitigated the effects of DTI in Experiment 2. In
selecting these times, we collaborated with a team of Google Chrome security engineers who develop the
Chrome Cleanup Tool—a security message that can be delayed. These times were selected according to
(1) DTI theory and the results of fMRI results of Experiment 1, (2) input from Google engineers on
moments that were frequent in occurrence and generalizable across a wide variety of web-based activities
and users, and (3) a feasibility assessment for implementing in a web browser. In every case, security
message disregard was lower in these low-DTI times than for all of the high-DTI times. Researchers and
practitioners should use these findings to identify ways to finesse the timing of system-generated alerts in
other contexts so that they are resistant to the effects of DTI.
8.3

Limitations
This research is subject to certain limitations. First, the fMRI method imposes constraints that

may hinder the realism of the task. Subjects must lie supine and still in a narrow tube for the duration of
the experiment. We reduced some of this artificiality due to the interactive nature of our web-based
experimental design. Moreover, this limitation was at least partially compensated for by performing
Experiment 2 in a realistic and very common setting (56% of all Internet users use Google Chrome) in
order to provide greater ecological validity. We leave to future research the application of field
methodologies that can achieve greater levels of external validity.
Second, our design for Experiment 1 required participants to become very familiar with the list of
risky permission warnings. We believe that we may have trained them more thoroughly than is typical of
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corporate security training. We intentionally did not want the subjects to use their own security judgment
because doing so might introduce variance that may cloud our view of the effects of DTI. Similarly,
subjects were exposed to 54 security warnings over the course of Experiment 1. This number was
necessary to ensure a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for the fMRI analysis. Most users will not encounter
anything close to that many security messages of the same type within an hour. However, we
compensated for this lack of realism in Experiment 2, in which each participant responded to only one
security message. In this way, Experiment 2 enhanced the overall ecological validity of the study.
Finally, both experiments utilized a security message context. Security messages represent an
important and prominent subset of system-generated alerts. Further, security message disregard has high
practical implications—ignoring security messages often has more severe consequences than completing
the primary task. Because our hypotheses are based on robust theory that is not specifically about security
messages, we expect they will hold in other contexts involving security-generated alerts. However, future
research should examine how DTI influences other types of system-generated alerts.
9

Conclusion
Users frequently disregard system-generated alerts. In this paper, we identify DTI as a major

contributor of this disregard. Previous studies on DTI primarily explained how it decreased performance
on a primary task when a secondary task interrupts or is performed concurrently. In this study, we show
that performance on the interruptive message itself also decreases when it interrupts a primary task. We
show in an fMRI and behavioral online experiment that the effects of DTI can be alleviated by timing
alerts to display between primary tasks, rather interrupting a primary task. Further, our results warn of the
substantial negative impact that DTI may have for system-generated alerts that cannot be delayed.
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